Contact Our Company For Highest Quality Cattles
including Livestock HF Cow, Pure HF ABS Breed Cow, Sahiwal
Cow, Murrah Buffalo's, Etc.
Mr Shubham Singla (Proprietor)

08035928334

www.singladairyfarm.com

About Us
Trusted all over the country for our huge experience, we, Singla Dairy Farm, are clients ﬁrst choice
as a trader, supplier and breeder. They contact us for availing healthy breeds of Murrah Buffalo,
Desi Cow, HF Cow, Sahiwal Cow, Gir Cow, etc. Our livestock stay in hygienic environment under the
vigilance of an expert team. The animals are always healthy because of the supplemental hay we
provide them to eat. Over the years, our company has won the hearts of customers by giving
excellent association experience. Therefore, they choose us over others and we have been ruling
the markets since our inception. Along with vast experience, our enterprise is trusted for
maintaining transparent communications with clients. We have been managing a huge channel
supervised by experts. This way, our team is connected to thousands of customers situated in
different parts of the Indian Sub-continent. We are supported by highly diligent employees who
serve customers with all their heart. Because of their passion regarding success, our company has
become one of the market leaders. From receiving the orders to carefully transporting the
livestock, they complete every assigned work with utmost perfection. We are thankful to each
member for being a crucial part of our journey.
The delivery of livestock requires more carefulness than the consignments of non-living
commodities. Our Dairy Farm HF Cow, Murrah Buffalo, etc., are sent to customers address by a
team of experts. It makes sure that animals are never harmed during the shipment. Every
necessary measure is taken for the same. Our team is at their doorstep with the cattle on the
promised time frame, always. Quality of the service has always been an important factor that is
responsible for our current high reputation. Thus, we give our best to provide better than expected
experience to our valued clients. From the grade of livestock to its timely shipment, everything is
done with excellence as a part of our work. Therefore, we never compromise even on a minor factor
related to the services.

Key Facts
Nature of Business: Breeder, Supplier and Trader
No. of Employees: 05
Year of Establishment: 1970
Banker: State Bank of India
Shipment Mode: Road Transport
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Our Products

Top Quality HF Cow

Pure Hf Cow

Hf Cow

Pure HF High Milking Cows

Pure HF Healthy Cow

White Hf Cow

Livestock Hf Cow

Dairy Milking Hf Cow

High Yield Hf Cow
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Indian Hf Cow

Indian Dairy HF Cow

White And Black HF Cow

Ayrshire Cow

100% Pure Hf Cow

Best Quality Dairy HF Cow

Hf Pregnent Heifers

High Quality HF Cow

Holstein Friesians Original Breed Cow
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Contact Us
Village - Indri, Karnal - 132041,
Haryana, India

shubhamsingla781@gmail.com, parassingla1349@gmail.com

Mr Shubham Singla (Proprietor)
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